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This is Ms. Nagle’s class.

She wants you to know the English alphabet:

A: Amber eats apples.

B: Bob watches birds fly.

C: Chelsea says, “Cheetahs run quickly.”
D: Daniel owns a dog.

E: Emily cooks eggs.

F: Fred lives with his family.

G: Gordon looks at gorillas.

H: Heather rides a horse.
I: Ivan lives in Indiana.

J: Jenna wears jewelry.

K: Katie flies a kite.

L: Lana eats lemons.

M: Max likes math.
N: Nancy lives in Newark.

O: Owen saw an owl.

P: Peter eats pineapple.

Q: Quentin has a quilt.

R: Rick lives in Rwanda.
S: Sara plays soccer.

T: Tom climbs trees.

U: Uncle Sam lives in the United States of America.

V: Vicky plays volleyball.

W: Wendy drinks water.
X: Xavier plays the xylophone.

Y: Yolanda eats yams.

Z: Zed likes zebras.
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